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If you are wondering how Russia became the darling of the U.S. Right, historian 
Katherine Kelaidis, author of the Winter issue commentary “A Twisted Love Story” 
(page 4) takes us back to how the Cold War thawed the relationship between the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church and American evangelicals, and how a shared interest in man-
ufacturing so called-traditional values brings them to stoking the culture wars from 
the same side today. “The creation of an Orthodox Christianity under the influence of 
American evangelical norms had real consequences,” Kelaidis writes, “the rise of Or-
thodoxy as the newfound spiritual home of white nationalists being one of the more 
extreme.”

Antonio Gramsci famously stated, “The old world is dying, and the new world 
struggles to be born: now is the time of monsters.” How grassroots organizing could 
vanquish the monsters of our age is the focus of “Power Concedes Nothing” edited by 
Linda Burnham, Max Elbaum, and María Poblet. Their introduction (page 5) catalogs 
the overlapping challenges to public and civic health that we collectively endured. 
“Whether the rich lessons of 2020 are absorbed and put to use by an expanded and 
more united progressive current in U.S. politics will, in no small measure, shape the 
future of democracy,” the editors proclaim. Composed just a step back from the brink 
of electoral collapse, it’s a poignant opening for the book’s collected stories of struggle 
and victory.

In our first feature “We Have to Push the Envelope” (page 9), PRA Research Analyst 
Ben Lorber describes how the White nationalist “Groypers” have pushed further into 
the mainstream with Nick Fuentes as frontman for the Gen-Z hard right. According 
to Lorber, “Fervent appeals to populist patriotism, hard-edged Christian nationalism, 
virulent anti-LGBTQ traditionalism, and conspiratorial anti-elitism all helped the 
groypers modulate their message in the register of the broader MAGA movement, 
without diluting their movement’s explicit White nationalist and antisemitic core.” 

In our final feature, “Can You Ever Trust a Former White Nationalist?” (page 16), 
Shane Burley writes about right-wing influencers seeking redemption—or perhaps 
merely a sincere image refresh—and explores who profits from forgiveness when 
self-styled “formers” become CVE consultants, best-selling authors, and sought-after 
spokespeople. “All of this deeply complicates questions about which former White na-
tionalists should be trusted as windows into the movement,” Burley writes, “and what 
accountability looks like for those who want to leave their harmful pasts behind.”

The cover Illustration “Missing Home” was created by Romana Romanyshyn and 
Andriy Lesiv of Studio Agrafka in Lviv after Russia invaded Ukraine and more than 
half of children in the country became war refugees. The displaced artists reflect on 
the burden of transience and the universal pull of home in the Art of Activism (back 
cover).

In between print issues of The Public Eye, PRA is publishing frequently online at po-
liticalresearch.org and religiondispatches.org. We hope you’ll visit us often.

Greeley O’Connor
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Religion Dispatches

If someone from 1965 were to arrive 
in a time machine, there’s likely 
much about our current state of af-

fairs that would shock them. But I cannot 
imagine anything that would be more 
confusing than the love affair between 
the U.S. Right and Russia—the extent of 
which has come into stark clarity in the 
wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Be-
yond Donald Trump’s slightly unhinged, 

but wholly expected, comments praising 
Putin’s “genius” in illegally invading a 
sovereign nation, there are plenty of cur-
rent “mainstream” Republican elected 
officials who seem unclear1 as to whether 
Russian aggression on the front porch of 
NATO is a good idea or not. 

How did this ever happen?
The answer, as with most things wrong 

with the contemporary GOP, lies in the 
party’s almost complete takeover by 

evangelicals that began during the Nixon 
era. 

Throughout the Cold War, the official 
atheism  of communist countries and 
the suppression of religion behind the 
Iron Curtain became a rallying cry for the 
American Right in general and American 
evangelicals in particular, who made it 
their mission to save “Godless Russia,” 
seemingly unaware that before 1917, it 
had, in fact, been “Holy Mother Russia.” 

BY KATHERINE KELAIDIS

A Twisted Love Story
How American Evangelicals Helped Make Putin’s Russia and How Russia Became the 

Darling of the American Right

Vladimir Putin and Patriarch Kirill of Moscow at the patriarchal residence in Peredelkino outisde Moscow on Septermber 8, 2010. (Credit: Press Service of the government of Russia/Wikimedia Commons)
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In a pattern we’ve seen repeated again 
and again among American evangeli-
cals before and since, they understood 
the persecution of the local indigenous 
Christian population and the suppres-
sion of a region’s historical Christian 
institutions to be primarily about them-
selves. And so, American evangelicals set 
about converting Russia to Christianity, 
a task that even a brief look at history 
would have revealed was already accom-

plished by the Byzantine Empire in the 
Middle Ages. 

Almost immediately following the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, American 
evangelicals began to flood into Russia2, 
with a generation coming of age on mis-
sion trips to Moscow and Bible-buying 
fundraisers for St. Petersburg. Instead of 
meeting with hostility from the Russian 
Orthodox Church, these Protestant fire-
brands were generally welcomed. Which 
is the part of the story that’s perhaps most 
difficult to explain; Orthodoxy as a faith 
tradition has spent centuries resolutely 
opposed to corruption or co-option from 
outside. 

With a fear of foreign contamination 
that would put the most strident member 
of the Academie Française to shame, Or-
thodox identity is resolutely grounded in 
notions of continuity and purity. Money 
and political influence are certainly part 
of the equation here, but there is another 
factor: on the other side of the Atlantic, 
the converts were flowing the other way. 

The influx of Protestant American 
converts, many from the evangelical tra-
dition, but also conservative mainline 
Protestants, in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, radically changed the face of Or-
thodox Christianity in America. Once a 
church almost exclusively made up of 
immigrants and their descendants, these 
Americans with no historical ties to Or-
thodoxy became a majority in a number 
of Orthodox jurisdictions in the United 
States and brought with them their cul-

tural baggage—most importantly the 
Culture Wars.

The changes were obvious and im-
mediate, both in traditional Orthodox 
countries and in the diaspora. Of course, 
Orthodoxy has never been gay-affirming 
(despite John Boswell’s eloquent but un-
substantiated claims) and abortion had 
been cause for excommunication since 
the Middle Ages, but the fact is no one 
really talked about those pet issues of 

the American Christian Right. Now  Pu-
tin and Kirill unite around anti-LGBTQ 
laws3, and  Greek bishops make bizarre 
claims about why people are gay.4 

The creation of an Orthodox Christi-
anity under the influence of American 
evangelical norms had real consequenc-
es:  the rise of Orthodoxy as the new-
found spiritual home of White nation-
alists5  being one of the more extreme. 
Among the less extreme consequences 
was that the rising number of conserva-
tive American Christians who identified 
as Orthodox started to soften opinions 
and change American right-wing percep-
tions of Russia.

Arguably, what this influx of American 
evangelicals into American Orthodox 
churches did was create a bridge over 
which American evangelicals in Russia 
were able to cross. An alliance began to 
take root which shaped Russia and the 
American Right as both headed into the 
21st century. 

Taking a page right out of the playbook 
of the Moral Majority, the Russian Ortho-
dox Church has  positioned itself as the 
leader of the conservative/traditionalist 
position6, not only in Russia, but around 
the world. Putin’s speech last Monday 
night made clear that Russia doesn’t see 
itself as challenging the West and its val-
ues; rather, Putin’s Russia is positioning 
itself as the last and rightful guardian 
of what the West once was and what it 
ought to be again: a Christian culture 
centered around family, faith, and “tradi-

tional values” that have been abandoned 
in the face of secular modernity.

Jerry Falwell’s words have flown across 
time and space and landed in the mouth 
of a Russian president.7 Frequently refer-
ring to the “so-called West,” Putin lists 
the crimes of the NATO nations as includ-
ing that “They sought to destroy our tra-
ditional values and force on us their false 
values that would erode us, our people 
from within, the attitudes they have been 

aggressively imposing on their countries, 
attitudes that are directly leading to deg-
radation and degeneration, because they 
are contrary to human nature. This is not 
going to happen.”

The Russian Orthodox Church and the 
Russia of today is in no small part what 
American evangelicals have helped make 
it, from building literal churches8 to send-
ing religious educational material,  to 
guiding political policy.9  In return,  both 
have found a powerful ally very close to 
the beating heart of American power10. 
Today, as Ukrainian blood flows, some of 
that blood is on the hands of those Amer-
ican evangelicals who went off to convert 
a nation that was Christian before Euro-
peans arrived in the Americas. Every mis-
sion trip and box of Bibles that arrived 
“to Russia with love” helped to create this 
moment. Make no mistake about it.

Katherine Kelaidis is a writer and histori-
an whose work focuses on early Medieval 
Christianity and contemporary Orthodox 
identity in non-traditionally Orthodox 
countries. She has also written for Salon, 
Ms. Magazine, and The New Republic.

The creation of an Orthodox Christianity under the influence of American evangelical 
norms had real consequences: the rise of Orthodoxy as the new-found spiritual home 
of White nationalists being one of the more extreme. 
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‘Introduction’ in Power Concedes 
Nothing, edited by Linda Burnham, Max 
Elbaum, and María Poblet, a project of 
Convergence–A Magazine of Radical In-
sights, OR Books, 2022.

The nation had endured four years 
of a presidential administra-
tion led by a white supremacist, 

anti-immigrant, self-dealing demagogue 
whose disdain for the institutions and pro-
cedures of democratic governance became 
ever more entrenched as his presidency 
unfolded. Trump deliberately attacked 
democratic norms and unleashed a suite 
of far-right actors prepared to use Con-
gress, the federal bureaucracy, the courts, 
the Republican Party, state legislatures, 

right-wing media, and armed militias 
in their bid for authoritarian rule. Of 
course Trump’s particular brand of toxic-
ity seeped into well-tilled soil. Forty years 
of Republican anti-tax, anti-regulatory, an-
ti-government ideology and governance; 
backlash against the election of the na-
tion’s first Black president; fear of demo-
graphic change; the growth of a far-right, 
all-encompassing media environment; 
and long-standing, deeply rooted pat-
terns of white and Christian supremacy 
set the stage for his election. It took most 
of us far too long to fully comprehend 
that Trump’s presidency represented a 
qualitative increase in the determination 
and capacity of the right to impose mi-
nority rule. 

And then, in early 2020, the emergent 
COVID-19 pandemic layered a public 
health crisis on top of a crisis of democ-
racy. The pandemic exposed, once again, 
profound inequalities related to class, 
race, gender, and immigration status. 
Debates over the public health mea-
sures required to halt the pandemic fed 
on and exacerbated political volatility. 
The pandemic also underscored Trump’s 
unique blend of incompetence, disinter-
est in actually governing, and profound 
indifference to human suffering—char-
acter traits ultimately responsible for 
hundreds of thousands of unnecessary 
deaths, and which likely contributed to 
defeat in his bid for re-election. 

As if the public health and democracy 

BY LINDA BURNHAM, MAX ELBAUM, AND MARÍA POBLET

Power Concedes Nothing
2020 Was an Extraordinary Year

Protester at a voting rights rally on August 28, 2021. (Credit: Johnny Silvercloud/Flickr.com)
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challenges were not enough, the millions 
of acres burned in 2020 wildfires, un-
precedented flooding, and other extreme 
weather events, deepened awareness of 
the urgency of climate crisis and the scale 
of interventions needed to mitigate it. 
The reckless denialism of the Republican 
Party is evidence of their willingness to 
put the lives of current and future gener-
ations at mortal risk in exchange for the 
support of the fossil fuel industry. The 

election season was haunted by the pros-
pect of environmental collapse.

LEFT AND CENTER AGAINST THE RIGHT
The 2020 elections served as a tem-

perature check on where the country 
stood after four years of the most intense 
political polarization since the Civil War. 
The elections also served as a reading on 
the relative strength of various political 
blocs, that is, the capacity of left, right, 
and center to shape the political terrain. 
Conservatives, having subordinated 
themselves to the far right, consolidated 
the Republican Party around the MAGA 
agenda of racial and imperial revenge, 
with Trump as Maximum Leader. White 
supremacist militias and Q-anon con-
spiracy theorists were welcomed into the 
fold. This newly dominant bloc looked 
eagerly toward another four-year term as 
an opportunity to double down on white 
minority, patriarchal rule. Despite a few 
notable defections from his camp and 
from the Republican Party, Trump went 
into the election with the advantages 
of his incumbency, the dated Electoral 
College system that confers advantages 
on white and rural voters, and a roused, 
highly motivated right-wing base. 

Of course, the main question to be set-
tled by the election was whether a broad 
enough coalition could be forged to re-
bound from Hillary Clinton’s disastrous 
2016 loss and toss Trump out of the White 
House. Mainstream Democrats had to at 
least nod to the left. Bernie Sanders’ 2016 

campaign had demonstrated that a sub-
stantial swath of the electorate is open 
to a left-of-center political agenda. The 
campaigns of both Bernie Sanders and 
Elizabeth Warren in 2020 generated lev-
els of excitement and support that con-
firmed the existence of a large constitu-
ency in favor of governance and policies 
well to the left of the Democratic Party 
mainstream. Their platforms, including 
a Green New Deal, Medicare for All, the 

cancellation of student loan and medical 
debt, a humane immigration policy, and 
higher taxation rates on corporations 
and the ultra-wealthy made it clear that 
neoliberal austerity for the poor and 
precarious was not the only thing on of-
fer. There is an alternative. Though their 
primary bids failed, their candidacies 
opened up new realms of possibility and 
sparked left imagination. 

The US left has been neither united nor 
strategic in its electoral interventions for 
many, many decades. Since Jesse Jack-
son’s campaigns for the presidency in 
1984 and 1988, and the subsequent col-
lapse of the Rainbow Coalition, some sec-
tors of the left have rejected engagement 
with the two-party system. Instead, they 
have adopted an abstentionist stance or 
launched largely symbolic third-party 
efforts. More pragmatic sectors of the 
left tended to vote for Democrats based 
on a harm reduction framework, while 
putting little energy into electoral pol-
itics. Over extended (and underfunded) 
on community-based or issue-based or-
ganizing projects, and often lacking the 
skill sets and the organizational vehicles 
to intervene effectively in the electoral 
realm, they prioritized other battlefronts.

But beginning about 10 to 15 years ago, 
these dynamics began to change as local 
and state-based groups—many of them 
represented in these pages—started to 
grapple directly with one of the central 
ways in which US political power is accu-
mulated and wielded. An important set 

of organizations emerged that combine 
social justice values with electoral orga-
nizing, and that are determined to build 
political power independent of the Dem-
ocratic Party. The 2016 election under-
scored the importance of these initiatives 
and brought other left forces in from 
the abstentionist sidelines. The degree 
of traction achieved by Bernie Sanders’ 
campaign together with Trump’s surprise 
triumph brought home to nearly every-

one the unacceptable cost of abstention-
ism. The 2020 election saw a maturation 
of the trend toward left electoral engage-
ment in the context of a truly critical 
contest. The stakes were so self-evidently 
high that progressive and left organiza-
tions of nearly every stripe wrestled with 
how best to mobilize their constituencies 
against Trump and in defense of democ-
racy. Though the social justice left has 
come to the arena relatively late, it is al-
ready a key player. With any luck, we are 
in the early stages of an era in which the 
left strengthens its capacity for effective 
intervention from one election to the 
next, shifting the political alignment in a 
more progressive direction. 

On May 25, 2020, in the midst of pres-
idential primary season, a murderous 
policeman pressed George Floyd’s last 
breath out of his body. Demonstrations 
against police violence and the sum-
mary execution of Black people spread 
throughout the country, led and ener-
gized by furious young Black protes-
tors. Tens of millions of people took to 
the streets in the spring and summer of 
2020, in demonstrations that were more 
numerous and located in more cities and 
towns than at any other point in US his-
tory. The protests changed the racial cli-
mate. Black Lives Matter signs sprouted 
in shop windows and on lawns across the 
country. Corporations and institutions of 
every kind scrambled to respond to the 
“racial reckoning.” For many, a light bulb 
had finally been turned on. Others won-

With any luck, we are in the early stages of an era in which the left strengthens its 
capacity for effective intervention from one election to the next, shifting the political 
alignment in a more progressive direction.
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dered why such belated enlightenment 
always seems to require the sacrifice of 
Black lives. 

In any case, the ruthless suffocation of 
George Floyd impacted the presidential 
contest and set off social and political 
currents that continue to shape today’s 
national dialogue. Debates over racist po-
licing and incarceration and intractable, 
racialized economic inequities inevita-
bly filtered into the campaigns. And the 
right-wing distortion industrial complex 
mangled anti-racist demands in ways 
that were guaranteed to energize their 
base. This continues today, with the Re-
publican base mobilized to discredit any 
attempt to teach the history of US racism, 
under the banner of opposition to critical 
race theory. 

IN THIS BOOK
Voters turned out in record numbers in 

2020. The 2020 electorate, as compared 
to 2016, showed the largest increase on 
record between two presidential elec-
tions. Turnout rates increased in every 
state, in every racial and ethnic group, 
across gender, and in every age cohort. 

The record turnout was driven, at least 
in part, by the grassroots activists and 
leaders who tell their stories in this book. 
This volume of essays provides a close-
in vantage point on how many of the 
organizations that anchor social justice 
organizing in the US met the challenge 
of an electoral campaign. The organiza-
tions and networks represented here led 
an array of initiatives across the country. 
Their work on the ground contributed 
substantially to the margins needed to 
defeat Trump.  

It is our hope that this volume enables 
the left to share experiences and insights 
across organizations, constituencies, is-
sues, and geographies. And that it serves 
to strengthen the left’s orientation to, 
and practice in, this arena. Each of its 
chapters sheds light on a distinct set of 
organizing challenges, protagonists, and 
approaches to electoral work. Yet a few 
themes surfaced again and again.

Most of the organizations represent-
ed here focused on some combination 
of registering and motivating new voters 
and targeting outreach to “low-propensity 
voters.” Communities with high concen-

trations of low-propensity voters—in-
cluding communities of color—often re-
flect the results of entrenched patterns of 
political investment. A party committed 
to turning out suburban soccer moms is 
unlikely to prioritize the kind of work it 
takes to transform a low-propensity vot-
er into a high-potential voter. The strat-
egies implemented by the organizations 
in this book were based on the conviction 
that sufficient investment of time and re-
sources—together with culturally savvy 
messaging—could tap into the potential 
of low-propensity voters to determine 
election outcomes. 

While COVID-19 forced organizers to 
innovate on contacting and mobilizing 
voters at a distance, there is no substitute 
for the work on the doors. Engaging pro-
spective voters in conversation, listening 
hard to their concerns, answering basic 
questions as to how, where, and when 
to vote—all this is better served by face-
to-face conversations than by phone or 
text—or, at an even further remove, ads. 
Every mode of voter communication was 
needed for the scale of outreach 2020 
demanded, and the contributions of the 
tens of thousands of people who phoned 
and texted were absolutely indispens-
able. But high-quality work on the doors, 
in union halls, places of worship, schools, 
and community centers—unmediated 

human connection—brings out leader-
ship qualities in canvassers and volun-
teers, identifies potential activists and 
allies, and produces experiences that can 
be mined for lessons that shape future 
work in ways that other forms of out-
reach cannot.

Investment in high-cost, fly-in/fly-out 
consultants and pollsters is often mis-
placed spending. Donors need to think 
long and hard about investing in the local 
organizations and leaders that are com-
mitted to staying in place for the long 
haul—well beyond this electoral cycle or 
the next.

There are challenges related to aligning 
work on electoral campaigns with the ro-
bust, ongoing relationship-building, grass-
roots campaigning, and organization-build-
ing required to win progressive change. 
Those challenges can be anticipated and 
worked with in productive ways. And the 
relationships and skills acquired in these 
distinct forms of work can be mutually 
reinforcing.

The contributors to this book are busy 
with the work of creating a more just so-
ciety. The pressure of that work, especial-
ly in these turbulent times, leaves little 
room for reflection and summation. The 
next battle looms. We are grateful that 
our contributors found the space to bring 
us stories of what they did, and why and 
how they did it.

Some chapters in Power Concedes 
Nothing focus on electoral organizing 
in states that were key to the presiden-
tial contest. Others reflect on the efforts 
of progressive networks and alliances 
engaged in multi-state organizing. The 
critical role of organized labor in getting 
out the vote is the subject of several arti-
cles. Organizers in communities of color 
bring attention to the role of Black, In-
digenous, Latinx, and Asian American 
voters in 2020.

No single volume on grassroots elec-
toral organizing could hope to be com-
prehensive. We have not covered every 
sector of the social justice movement. 
Nor have we been able to include the 
work of many indispensable organiza-
tions and networks. We hope that the 
process of summarizing experiences and 
sharing lessons will continue in many 
other forms. 

Cover of Power Concedes Nothing. (Credits: OR Press)
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2022 AND 2024 

While the country took a small step 
back from a precipice on November 3, 
2020, there was barely a pause before 
Trump loyalists rallied to a new cause—
the alleged “steal” of the election. The 
violent, failed insurrection on January 
6 drove home the level of commitment 

of Trump and his party to remaining in 
power by any and all means.

The lie that Trump won, and that a 
Democrat is illegitimately sitting in the 
White House, serves at least two pur-
poses. The base, feeding on a constant 
stream of new false narratives, has been 
provided with a cause, which keeps it 
inflamed and stokes polarization. And 
Republican political operatives, in state 
houses and on election boards across the 
country have an excuse to introduce laws 
and procedures intended to constrain 
democracy and suppress the votes of the 
constituencies Democrats depend upon.

So here we are in 2022 and the right-
wing authoritarians who lost in 2020 are 
still challenging the results of that elec-
tion. Each day they demonstrate their 
dedication to white minority, patriarchal 
rule. Each day they make clear that they 
are glad to resort to extra-legal—or even 
violent—measures, if staying within the 
bounds of the law serves as a check on 
their power. As one of our contributors 
succinctly put it, they are playing for 
keeps. 

The midterm elections of 2022 and the 
presidential election of 2024 are shaping 
up to be pitched battles. Trump enablers, 
acolytes, wannabes, and bankrollers are 
doing everything in their power to gain 
ground in 2022 and restore Trump in 
2024. A Trump restoration would be far 

worse than his election in 2016. He has 
shown all of us who he is and what he 
stands for. And if health or criminal pros-
ecution takes him out of the running, 
other would-be strongmen are lining up 
to take his place. A GOP victory, wheth-
er by quasi-legitimate means or by what 
amounts to a coup, would signal a truly 
profound degeneration of the political 

space. As many have noted, right-wing 
resurgence and the figure of an author-
itarian strongman with fascistic lean-
ings are phenomena not limited to the 
United States. But, given the place and 
power of the US in global politics, the 
further shredding of democratic norms 
and institutions and/or a Trump resto-
ration would likely incur disastrous con-
sequences, both nationally and globally. 
Said another way, the stakes in 2022 and 
2024 remain extraordinarily high.

We may be sure that the social justice 
organizations that share their experi-
ences in this book are fully alert to what 
hangs in the balance for the constituen-
cies and issues they represent. Whether 
the rich lessons of 2020 are absorbed and 
put to use by an expanded and more unit-
ed progressive current in US politics will, 
in no small measure, shape the future of 
democracy. 

OUR TITLE
We take our title from a speech given 

in 1857 by the brilliant abolitionist Fred-
erick Douglass. Here is the paragraph in 
which the phrase appears:

This struggle may be a moral one, or 
it may be a physical one, and it may be 
both moral and physical, but it must 
be a struggle. Power concedes nothing 
without a demand. It never did and it 
never will. Find out just what any peo-

ple will quietly submit to and you have 
found out the exact measure of injus-
tice and wrong which will be imposed 
upon them, and these will continue 
till they are resisted with either words 
or blows, or with both. The limits of 
tyrants are prescribed by the endur-
ance of those whom they oppress. In 
the light of these ideas, Negroes will 
be hunted at the North and held and 
flogged at the South so long as they 
submit to those devilish outrages and 
make no resistance, either moral or 
physical. Men may not get all they pay 
for in this world, but they must cer-
tainly pay for all they get. If we ever get 
free from the oppressions and wrongs 
heaped upon us, we must pay for their 
removal. We must do this by labor, by 
suffering, by sacrifice, and if needs be, 
by our lives and the lives of others.

We encourage you to read the whole 
speech. 

Linda Burnham is an activist, writer and 
strategist who served as National Research 
Director and Senior Advisor at the Nation-
al Domestic Workers Alliance. She was a 
leader in the Third World Women’s Alli-
ance and, for 18 years, executive director 
of the Women of Color Resource Center.

Max Elbaum is a longstanding activist in 
the peace, anti-racist and radical move-
ments. He is the author of Revolution in 
the Air and is currently an editor of Con-
vergence (formerly Organizing Upgrade).
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So here we are in 2022 and the right-wing authoritarians 
who lost in 2020 are still challenging the results of that 
election. Each day they demonstrate their dedication to 
white minority, patriarchal rule. Each day they make 
clear that they are glad to resort to extra-legal—or even 
violent—measures, if staying within the bounds of the law 
serves as a check on their power.
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On January 6, 2021, White nation-
alist Nick Fuentes stood outside 
of the U.S. Capitol, addressing a 

crowd of thousands, as rioters streamed 
into the building. Hailing the “American 
people rising up and taking our country 
back,” Fuentes  urged1  the crowd to “not 
leave this capitol until Donald Trump is 
inaugurated President.” They were there, 
he reminded them, to “put Donald Trump 
back in office…so that he can take every 
last illegal alien and throw them back 
over the border,” and so “we can finally 
free ourselves from the parasitic global 
special interests.” While Fuentes agitat-
ed outside, his movement’s blue “Amer-
ica First” flag was  among2  those carried 
by insurrectionists into the Capitol, and 
one groyper  sat3  in Vice President Mike 
Pence’s chair in the Senate chamber.

One year later, Fuentes may remain 

under federal scrutiny4 in ongoing Capi-
tol insurrection investigations. However, 
while other far-right formations present 
that day, such as the Proud Boys and Oath 
Keepers, have seen their national mo-
mentum  falter5, Fuentes’ America First/
groyper movement—a largely online 
and anonymous network of Gen Z White 
nationalists and hard-right paleoconser-
vatives that  inherited6  the legacy of the 
2016-17 Alt Right—has seen its profile 
continue to rise.

Fuentes and America First have at-
tracted the support of national and local 
Republican officials, become a counter-
cultural force among Gen Z conservative 
activists, and cast a long shadow over 
the MAGA Right, all while fortifying and 
expanding their organizational infra-
structure. As a bevy of nationalist and 
populist figures jostle to claim the man-

tle of Trumpism, Fuentes seeks to secure a 
place for White nationalist concerns within 
the shifting consensus that defines move-
ment conservatism. His momentum both 
accelerates and reflects the mainstreaming 
of White nationalism in  U.S.  politics, and 
highlights the challenges posed to existing 
“counter-extremism” strategies in the face 
of an increasingly normalized Far Right. 

GOSAR’S EMBRACE
One month after the Capitol insurrec-

tion,  U.S.  Representative Paul Gosar (R-
AZ) made a surprise  appearance7  as the 
headline speaker at the groypers’ second 
annual America First Political Action 
Conference in Orlando, Florida (AF-
PAC II). In a move that would become an 
opening salvo for the post-Trump era, Go-
sar addressed the crowd of White nation-
alists as “American patriots,” and repeat-

BY BEN LORBER

“We Have to Push the Envelope”
A Year After Storming the Capitol, White Nationalist “Groypers” Storm the Right

Nick Fuentes speaking to AP about receiving death threats after attending the Unite The Right Rally in 2017. (Credit: Still from “Student Gets Death Threats After Virginia Rally”, Associated Press/Youtube.com)
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ed the groyper mantra, “America First is 
inevitable,”8 to raucous applause. In his 
own speech that evening, Fuentes laid 
out the movement’s guiding White na-
tionalist principles around demograph-
ics and identity, warning9 against Amer-
ica losing its “White demographic core” 
and insisting that, “White people found-
ed this country, this country wouldn’t 
exist without White people, and White 
people are done being bullied.”

Despite attempts to distance himself 
from the more explicitly racist com-
ments made by Fuentes, Gosar was the 
only sitting elected official to accept the 
invitation to speak at AFPAC II. The next 
day, Gosar’s defense of attending the con-
ference suggested that he considered 
the groypers a worthwhile constituency 
within a big-tent conservative coalition. 
“We thought: There is a group of young 

people that are becoming part of the 
election process, and becoming a bigger 
force,” Gosar told10 The Washington Post. 
“So why not take that energy and listen to 
what they’ve got to say?”

That summer,  the Gosar campaign 
seemingly planned a campaign fund-
raiser alongside Fuentes, leading to sig-
nificant national outcry, including from 
some conservatives. “America First does 
not mean Sieg Heil,” tweeted11 one evan-
gelical radio host, “but Gosar is willful-
ly aligning with those who act like they 
think it does.” Ultimately the event was 
not held, but Gosar dismissed calls to 
denounce the groyper leader, making 
a case for inclusion that would soon be 
echoed elsewhere on the post-Trump 
Right. “Not sure why anyone is freaking 
out,” he  tweeted12  on June 28. “I’ll say 
this: there are millions of Gen Z, Y and X 
conservatives. They believe in America 
First. They will not agree 100% on every 
issue. No group does. We will not let the 

left dictate our strategy, alliances and ef-
forts. Ignore the left.”

As the year progressed, Gosar doubled 
down. His social media accounts be-
came  enmeshed with13  the groyper eco-
system, adopting the aesthetics and buzz-
words of the movement, and the broader 
online Far Right, in a steady stream of 
“edgy” memes and video montages (most 
notoriously an  anime-style video14  in 
which an avatar of Gosar appeared to kill 
his House colleague, Rep. Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez). He regularly retweeted 
Fuentes and other groyper leaders  such 
as15  longtime White nationalist Vincent 
James Foxx, veteran of the Rise Above 
Movement, and when scores of groyper 
accounts were banned from Twitter in 
December 2021, Gosar took to Gab to per-
sonally welcome16 them to the platform.

But even more significant than Go-

sar’s embrace of Fuentes was the con-
sistent  lack  of meaningful pushback 
from most other conservative leaders, 
signaling their tacit acceptance and nor-
malization of White nationalists as an 
acceptable part of the conservative coa-
lition. Gosar’s own reputation as a stal-
wart firebrand on the America First wing 
of the GOP lends his continued flanking 
of Fuentes further weight in a moment 
when his faction is setting the agenda17 of 
the post-Trump Right.

“KICKING AND STREAMING”
The  GOP’s silence on Gosar’s increas-

ingly public alliance with Fuentes and 
other members of the Far Right stands in 
sharp contrast to how the party handled 
leaders’ flirtation with White national-
ism during much of the Trump presi-
dency. In early 2019, for example, former 
Iowa Congressman Steve King (who also 
spoke at  AFPAC  II) was  stripped18  of his 
committee assignments by fellow House 

Republicans after asking, “White nation-
alist, White supremacist, Western civili-
zation—how did that language become 
offensive?” But such tacit endorsements 
no longer appear as taboo.

The groyper movement has clear, long-
term aspirations to influence, antago-
nize, and ultimately reshape the right-
ward flank of  U.S.  conservatism in its 
image, as Fuentes explained in a May 28, 
2021 episode of his “America First” show:

My job, and the job of the groypers and 
America First, is to keep pushing fur-
ther. We—because nobody else will—
have to push the envelope. And we’re 
gonna get called names. We’re gonna 
get called racist, sexist, antisemitic, 
bigoted, whatever…and when the party 
is where we are two years later, we’re 
not gonna get the credit for the ideas 
that become popular…but that’s ok. 
That’s our job. We are the right-wing 
flank of the Republican Party, and if 
we didn’t exist, the Republican Party 
would be falling backwards all the time, 
constantly falling backwards, receding 
into the Center and the Left. So we have 
got to be on the Right, dragging these 
people kicking and stream—kicking 
and screaming into the future, into 
the right wing, into a truly reactionary 
party. And it’s incremental—we’re not 
gonna drag them all the way over—but 
if we can drag over the furthest part 
of the Right further to the Right, and 
we can drag the Center further to the 
Right, and we can drag the Left further 
to the Right, then we’re winning.
While  many19  other White national-

ists, in the final years of the Trump pres-
idency, roundly rejected any strategy to 
intervene in mainstream politics, the 
groypers took the opposite tack. They 
wrapped their fixation on White demo-
graphics and identity in the flag and the 
cross, and pledged to wrest control of 
the  MAGA  movement away from estab-
lishment conservatives who, in their in-
flexible devotion to the nominally race-
blind neoliberal consensus, had buried 
White identity politics and betrayed the 
true promise of Trump’s agenda.

The groypers struck their first blow 
against the conservative establishment 
in late 2019, when the movement made 
headlines with a series of provocative in-

Even more significant than Gosar’s embrace of Fuentes 
was the consistent lack of meaningful pushback from 
most other conservative leaders, signaling their tacit 
acceptance and normalization of White nationalists as an 
acceptable part of the conservative coalition.
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terventions20  at campus events spon-
sored by  Turning Point  USA21, driving 
leaders like Charlie Kirk and Ben Shapiro 
to debate White nationalist views on im-
migration, demographics, White identi-
ty, opposition to  U.S.  support for Israel, 
and more. But even as this groyper rebel-
lion made waves—drawing both media 
attention and condemnation from main-
stream conservatives—it underscored 
a deeper obstacle: that in the lingering 
shadow of White nationalist violence at 
events like the 2017 “Unite the Right” ral-
ly, anyone associated with the movement 
remained anathema to the establishment 
Right, and its ideas were denied a hearing 
in the conservative conversation.

The groypers found their opportunity 
to shift this dynamic in the waning days of 
the Trump presidency, and their actions 
set the stage for Gosar’s  AFPAC  II  en-

dorsement the following winter. After 
November 3, 2020, when Trump insist-
ed the election had been stolen, Fuentes 
and the groypers quickly became  front-
line players22  in the emerging Stop the 
Steal coalition, taking to the streets at 
the  Million  MAGA  March23  in Washing-
ton, D.C., and organizing protests at state 
capitols24  in  Michigan25,  Georgia26, and 
elsewhere alongside other leaders such 
as Alex Jones and Ali Alexander.

At a moment when some of the conser-
vative establishment lent tepid support 
to Stop the Steal, Fuentes and the groypers 
were all in, presenting an energetic and 
youthful face at the protests, and bolster-
ing their image as Trump’s loyal vanguard 
along the way. Highly publicized27 groyper 
chants such as “Destroy the  GOP!,” de-
signed to inflect Stop the Steal with an 
insurgent, anti-establishment tone for a 

conservative movement at a crossroads, 
made national headlines.

Their energy caught the attention of 
Gosar, too. The Congressman had been 
one of the earliest backers of Stop the 
Steal—at one rally,  organizer  Ali Alex-
ander  called28  Gosar the “spirit animal 
of this movement.” On December 9, Go-
sar tweeted, “Let’s keep our momentum” 
alongside a meme from a groyper ac-
count that photoshopped Fuentes, Gosar, 
and Trump into seeming battle forma-
tion, with a military helicopter overhead 
and a caption praising Fuentes for “mobi-
liz[ing] the country in the streets.”

In this December 9, 2020 re-tweet, Go-
sar helped promote Fuentes as a key lead-
er of the Stop the Steal movement, then 
underway.

In 2021, following Gosar’s appearance 
at AFPAC II, Fuentes continued to exploit 

An America First flag at a “Defeat the Mandates” protest in Allamance County, North Carolina on January 23, 2022. (Credit: Anthony Crider/Flickr.com)
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opportunities to edge the groyper brand 
further into the conservative big tent. He 
rallied the America First banner under 
popular causes such as  “Big Tech cen-
sorship29”  and  opposition30  to  COVID-19 
public safety measures, and deepened 
relationships with prominent right-wing 
personalities like Alex Jones, gaining 
access to new audiences and influential 
networks across the far-right ecosystem. 
Fervent appeals to populist patriotism, 
hard-edged Christian nationalism, vir-
ulent anti-LGBTQ  traditionalism, and 
conspiratorial anti-elitism all helped 
the groypers modulate their message in 
the register of the broader MAGA move-
ment, without diluting their movement’s 
explicit White nationalist and antisemit-
ic core.

In late April, Fuentes tweeted that he 
had been barred from boarding an air-
craft on the way to headlining a Florida 
rally against “Big Tech Censorship,” and 
that he had been placed on a federal 
no-fly list in retaliation for his partic-
ipation in the January 6 Capitol insur-
rection—an assertion that remains un-
confirmed. Over the next week, a bevy 
of MAGA media figures, including Mike 
Cernovich31,  Dinesh D’Souza32,  Daily 
Wire hosts Matt Walsh33 and Andrew Kla-
van34, Lauren Chen35, Michael Knowles36, 
and others, along with contrarian jour-
nalist  Glenn Greenwald37, boosted the 
narrative on their shows and social me-
dia accounts, framing Fuentes as a victim 
of political persecution. “Maybe there is 
more common ground than previously 
thought possible,” Fuentes offered in a 
May 3 tweet thanking several figures for 
what would have once seemed their un-
likely support. “We have to be imagina-
tive in order to defeat powerful forces.”

Even while many of these figures 
stressed various disclaimers about how 
they disagreed with a number of Fuen-

tes’ views, their sympathetic  coverage 
was nonetheless a coup of its own. In a 
conservative discourse saturated with 
competing postures of martyrdom at 
the hands of Big Tech, the Biden admin-
istration, and other “regime” overlords, 
Fuentes eagerly branded himself as “the 
most censored man in the world” and the 
premier “civil rights icon” of the victim-
ized Right. In the months that followed, 
leaders such as  U.S.  Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-
FL) continued to  circulate38  calls to take 
Fuentes off the no-fly list. Fuentes’ Twit-
ter ban in July elicited another chorus39 of 
conservative condemnation, with Dinesh 
D’Souza bemoaning that Fuentes “is now 
the Rosa Parks of the civil liberties strug-
gle in America.”

This image continues to score Fuen-

tes more political capital and publicity 
as the face of White nationalism in the 
post-Trump area. His first major inter-
view on the  MAGA  punditry circuit in 
years, conducted by popular BlazeTV 
host Elijah Schaffer in early Decem-
ber 2021,  hyped40  Fuentes as “the most 
banned person on the Internet…targeted 
not only by the tech companies but also 
by the federal justice system for no other 
reason than thought crimes.” The inter-
view, in turn, was lauded by the groypers 
as a new milestone in their long march 
towards overtaking the mainstream. 
While notoriety eventually caught up 
with Richard Spencer, today this infamy 
may be Fuentes’ smoothest path in.

In December 2021, hard-right Arizo-
na state senator Wendy Rogers walked 
through the door Gosar had opened. 
“Thank you, Nick Fuentes. We love you,” 
Rogers tweeted41 after Fuentes called her 
“based.” She continued, “Because Nick 
Fuentes said I am BASED, I am now tru-
ly  BASED. It is official.” Rogers had pre-
viously  called42  for Fuentes’ removal 
from the no-fly list, given interviews43 to 

close Fuentes ally Lauren Witzke on the 
antisemitic outlet TruNews, and, one 
week before praising Fuentes online, sat 
down for an in-person interview with lo-
cal groyper activists. 

Celebrating the endorsement, Go-
sar remarked44 on Gab that Rogers is “cer-
tainly very based—some might say she’s 
even catching up to me! Keep up the great 
work, Wendy!” This call-and-response 
between Fuentes and the  GOP’s hard-
right flank, like so many others, shows 
his incrementalist strategy paying off in 
real time.

CHANGING THE CULTURE
Meanwhile, Fuentes and the groypers 

continue to hold significant sway among 
Gen Z conservative leaders. On college 
campuses, multiple groups45 within state 
and national organizations like Califor-
nia College Republicans and Republicans 
United46  have close ties to the groyper 
movement (even  self-identifying47  as 
groypers) and have  hosted events48  fea-
turing movement  leaders49. Other new 
far-right Gen-Z groups angling for con-
servative influence, like the  American 
Populist Union50, have consciously ad-
opted Fuentes’ talking points and style, 
while shying away from hardline White 
nationalism and antisemitism, in a bid to 
ride the movement’s wave.

Departing from other White national-
ist formations, the groypers eagerly high-
light support from conservative leaders of 
color,  such as51  former host of BlazeTV’s 
“The White House Brief” Jon Miller 
and  MAGA  rapper Bryson Gray  (whose 
anti-Biden “Let’s Go Brandon” song went 
viral in late October 2021), and welcome 
activists of color into the movement 
base, hoping to blunt charges of White 
nationalism. While much of the move-
ment base remains anonymous, 2021 
saw many groypers  network  publicly at 
conservative conferences, work within 
youth institutions like the Leadership 
Institute,  organize America First camp-
ing retreats52  and  “White Boy Summer” 
meetups53, and circulate elsewhere as 
Fuentes’ ambassadors across Gen-Z con-
servative institutional and cultural life, 
lending the blue America First hat brand 
recognizability among many activists on 
the young Right.

The groypers have become a countercultural presence, 
especially on the nationalist flank of the broader Gen Z 
Right, leaving their imprint on the culture—and with 
it, the politics—of a rising generation of conservative 
leaders.
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In one notable example, at least two 
major influencers featured on Republican 
Hype House—a large political account on 
TikTok that commanded over 1.2 million 
followers and 51 million likes before it 
was banned in October 2021—were  en-
thusiastic groypers54  who incorporated 
White nationalist themes into their vid-

eo content, and promoted Fuentes and 
the movement regularly on their own 
accounts. In these ways and others, the 
groypers have become a countercultural 
presence, especially on the nationalist 
flank of the broader Gen Z Right, leaving 
their imprint on the culture—and with 
it, the politics—of a rising generation of 
conservative leaders.

While its internal growth and digital 
reach has been hobbled by  steady de-
platforming55  from most social media 
sites, payment processors, and streaming 
services, America First has built a team 
of staff and interns, professionalized its 
design and video production capacity, 
and  acquired56  its own streaming plat-
form, which now hosts almost two dozen 
other far-right streamers in addition to 
Fuentes. At a time when the rest of the 
White nationalist movement has most-
ly avoided large offline mobilizations 
(aside from tightly-scripted flash demon-
strations and the occasional closed-door 
conference), Fuentes has repeatedly 
taken the groyper movement  to the 
streets57 throughout 2021, holding public 
meetups and sometimes  confrontation-
al58 rallies across the country.

GROYPERS VS. POPULISM, INC.
As conservatives deliberate their fu-

ture in the post-Trump era, Fuentes aims 
to bring White nationalist ideas on im-
migration, demographics, and White 
identity further into the conversation. 
Circumventing his Twitter ban, Fuent-
es engaged in a rare public debate on De-
cember 5, 2021 with several young con-
servative leaders in a Twitter Spaces voice 

chat room. “You agree with me on certain 
things,” he told the group, “but you can’t 
say it.”

Among the group of leaders in the 
Twitter Space that night were  National 
Review fellow Nate Hochman and Amer-
ican Moment President Saurabh Shar-
ma, who were recently  profiled59  in  The 

New Republic as part of a wave of radical 
young intellectuals who want to take over 
the American Right; “populist culture 
warriors” who want “to see Republicans 
abandon their fealty to free-market dog-
mas, embrace traditional Christianity, 
and use the levers of state power to wage 
the culture war for keeps.” The chat room 
featured young people with connections 
to the Trump White House, the  Clare-
mont Institute,  National Review  maga-
zine, the America First Policy Institute, 
American Moment,  the Intercollegiate 
Studies Institute, and other outfits, who 
cast themselves  as the true inheritors 
of the spirit of Trump’s “America First” 
revolution. Self-styled radical dissidents 
and hard-edged traditionalists, they also, 
like the groypers, admire  paleoconser-
vative forerunners like Pat Buchanan, 
and see themselves fighting a two-front 
war against a society ruled by degener-
ate elite liberal institutions on the one 
hand, and an out-of-touch, Reaganite 
conservative establishment on the oth-
er. But unlike Fuentes, they eschew ex-
plicit racial nationalism in favor of a 
broader nationalist and populist agenda. 
The coalition they represent—which 
groypers derisively call “Populism, 
Inc.”—  seeks to orient the post-Trump 
Right around some variant of economic 
and cultural nationalism. Admirers of 
firebrands like Florida Governor Ron De-
Santis and Missouri Senator Josh Hawley, 
they often champion defense of “Western 
civilization” as an ostensibly non-racial 
set of transmissible cultural values and 
political traditions, and emphasize mul-
tiracial populism and the importance 

of base-building among conservative 
minority groups.  “You’ve gotten a lot of 
kids based and we respect that for sure,” 
admitted one among the assembled 
group, speculating that Fuentes is “prob-
ably a better influence than Ben Shapiro 
on young men who might otherwise be 
[mainstream] conservatives.” Speakers 

criticized attempts to expel Fuentes from 
the bounds of conservative acceptability 
and concurred with his assessment that 
“there’s gonna be a decisive shift in right-
wing politics, [and] the old guard is gon-
na have less and less power.” 

Yet Fuentes insisted that his national- 
populist interlocutors suffered, much 
like the establishment, from “a limited…
imagination of what’s gonna become 
possible in the next couple decades.” 
Prophesying “the ascendancy of real 
American reaction,” he insisted that, as 
Whites become a demographic minority 
in the U.S., “politics is becoming more 
racialized… not less,” and explicit White 
identitarianism will become more sa-
lient to conservative Whites, who form 
the bulk and natural base of the conser-
vative movement. “Implicitly, MAGA was 
an expression of White identity,” Fuentes 
acknowledged. “Liberals got that right…
it’s gradually becoming more and more 
explicit that conservatism is [about] con-
serving the texture and the character of 
White American society. That’s where the 
opposition to [critical race theory] comes 
from”—although  CRT, Fuentes contin-
ued, was a deceptive acronym, “one of 
these weasel words to obfuscate” the root 
phenomenon of anti-White animus. (An-
other such acronym, he told the group 
in one of several antisemitic asides, was 
“‘Cultural Marxism’—try ‘Jewish  intel-
lectuals!’”)

Fuentes insisted that, in the ideological 
ferment of the post-Trump Right, conser-
vatives seeking to ground their vision in a 
restorative ideal of tradition and heritage 
cannot afford to bury their heads in the 

Consequently, Fuentes continued, the Right must recognize the ongoing race war 
on traditional White America, and help Whites band together to advocate for their 
interests.
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sand with fantasies of what one interloc-
utor called “an encompassing American 
identity,” “transmissible Anglo-Amer-
ican culture,” or some other ostensibly 
race-neutral category, but must ultimate-
ly acknowledge the real elephant in the 
room: White identity politics. Attempt-
ing to redpill his interlocutors on the cen-
tral tenets of White nationalism, Fuentes 
argued that “the White race is real,” and 
that race more broadly is an “essential 
part of a person”, a “biological fact…like a 
taxonomy.” Consequently, he continued, 
the Right must recognize the ongoing 
race war on traditional White America, 
and help Whites band together to advo-
cate for their interests. Only by orienting 
itself explicitly (though not exclusively) 
as the party of disaffected White Ameri-
cans, Fuentes insisted, could the GOP for-
tify its power base against the Left for de-
cades to come.

Some responded by allowing that 
“maybe it would be ideal” if White identi-
ty politics was a viable central organizing 
principle on the Right, but that “even if 
we wanted to reverse the last 100 years of 
immigration…it’s just not plausible.” By 
the end of the call, however, others had 
conceded that Fuentes was “influential 
and…a lot of what he says is good,” dial-

ing back their disagreement to one large-
ly of style, not substance.

“IT’S TIME TO SHIFT THE CENTER AGAIN”
The debate illustrated just how radi-

cally the playing field has shifted for the 
movement in the last two years. During 
the latter half of the Trump presiden-
cy, the task at hand for the groypers, as 
Fuentes  explained to60  followers on an 
April 2019 members-only broadcast, had 
been to “break away” from the toxic Alt 
Right and “form a new periphery…get in 
there, introduce the talking points, infil-
trate, start converting people, and build 
bridges… Bit by bit we start to break down 
these walls and we start to get back in…
and then one day, we become the  main-
stream.”

Nearly three years later, White nation-
alism continues to move mainstream. On 
September 22, 2021, as the Biden admin-
istration began to forcibly deport thou-
sands of Haitian immigrants at the Texas 
border—a choice widely condemned61 by 
progressives as a continuation of Trump-
era immigration restrictions—Tuck-
er Carlson introduced his audience of 
millions to the core terminology and 
principles of White nationalism,  claim-
ing62  that Biden was promoting “an un-

relenting stream of immigration” to 
“change the racial mix of the country…
in political terms, this policy is called the 
‘Great Replacement’: the replacement of 
legacy Americans…to reduce the politi-
cal power of people whose ancestors lived 
here, and dramatically increase the pro-
portion of Americans newly-arrived from 
the Third World.” It was  far from63  the 
first time Carlson had used replacement 
rhetoric, but his deployment of the terms 
“Great Replacement” and “legacy Amer-
icans”—language lifted directly from 
the White nationalist canon—marked a 
new milestone.

The next day, groypers had even more 
reason to celebrate when Charlie Kirk, 
leader of the campus-based organization 
Turning Point USA and longtime groyper 
foe, said the quiet part even louder, call-
ing64 on Texas to “deputize a citizen force 
[and] put them on the border,” and argu-
ing that the arrival of Haitian immigrants 
was “about diminishing and decreasing 
White demographics in America.” This 
was a radical departure from the days of 
the late 2019 Groyper Wars, when Kirk 
responded to a groyper’s question about 
non-White immigration, changing de-
mographics, and maintaining “our White 
European ideals” by calling65 “arguments 

Still from the video “Asking Arizona GOP lawmakers about Rep. Paul Gosar,” uploaded on March 12, 2021. (Credit: Arizona’s Family 3TV and CBS 5 News Phoenix, YouTube.com)
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limiting the reach of radical Right move-
ments) face fresh challenges.   Similarly, 
the strategy of “naming and shaming” 
White nationalists within conservative 
institutions may offer diminishing re-
turns, as the once-pervasive pressure to 
expel and quarantine White nationalist 
ideology gradually softens within a con-
servative movement that’s increasingly 
adding that ideology to its toolkit and 
opting not to purge, but to protect and 
expand, its ranks.

With the 2022 midterms on the hori-
zon, the America First movement 
has  launched71  a 501c4 political action 
nonprofit, and has pledged to endorse 
and run its own candidates for office. At 
least three groyper candidates—Mary-
land House of Delegates candidate Shek-
inah Hollingsworth72, West Virginia Con-

gressional candidate Michael Sisco73, and 
California Congressional candidate  Nick 
Taurus74—have already launched elec-
toral campaigns. Whether or not Fuentes 
and his followers are able to deepen their 
inroads into the big-tent  GOP  coalition, 
the ideas they carry with them have al-
ready arrived.

Conservatives “need to take the Trump 
legacy and build on top of it,” Fuentes told 
followers on a May 2021 episode of Amer-
ica First, adding that “2020 showed us 
that 2016 was not nearly enough.” The 
conservative attitude going forward, he 
continued, should be that:

We have to go further, we have to go 
harder, we have to be more radical, 
more revolutionary…at an accelerating 
pace, never stopping, never relenting, 
never moderating…Donald Trump was 
the beginning, was a starting point, and 
the real way to carry on his legacy….[is] 
to take the baton and carry it through 
to its logical conclusions…We love 
Trump, but he was a first step. We’re 

like ‘how are we going to maintain our 
White status’” a “racist idea.”

Meanwhile, a broader politics of White 
reaction and rage continues to take root 
across conservatism. This takes form 
in deepening policies of minority vot-
er suppression, pervasive moral panic 
over “critical race theory”—which com-
mentators like  Carlson66  and  The Daily 
Wire’s  Matt Walsh  increasingly67  call 
“anti-White” (to the delight of White na-
tionalists)— revisionist histories68 of the 
Capitol insurrection (as well as the insur-
rection69  itself), the glorification of Kyle 
Rittenhouse, and more.

In this climate, Fuentes is strategi-
cally positioned on the cutting edge 
of the growing illiberal, ultranation-
alist currents that continue to shape 
the U.S. Right. His position as a confirmed 

outsider is more than ever a strategic as-
set in a broader conservative movement 
awash with self-styled outsiders, afford-
ing the groypers an unprecedented de-
gree of call-and-response interaction 
with the MAGA Right.

As the conservative movement lurches 
further70  right, the ideas he represents 
dwell in proximate and dynamic ten-
sion with other, less explicitly racialist 
strands of populist nationalism also in 
ascendance.    If the America First wing 
of the  GOP  continues to gain influence 
through the 2022 midterms, Fuentes’ ear-
ly maneuvering could edge the groyper 
brand even further into the conservative 
big tent.

In an age where losing one’s Twitter 
account is seen on the Right as a badge 
of honor, and leaders like Fuentes are 
embracing ideologically-aligned alter-
native sites like Gab—where Fuentes has 
amassed nearly as many followers as he 
once had on Twitter—standard interven-
tions like deplatforming (long effective at 

A broader politics of White reaction and rage 
continues to take root across conservatism. This 
takes form in deepening policies of minority voter 
suppression, pervasive moral panic over “critical 
race theory,” revisionist histories of the Capitol 
insurrection and more.

the next step….For a long time, peo-
ple were afraid of going further to the 
Right, they didn’t wanna be thought 
of as the furthest to the Right. I wanna 
be the furthest to the Right! I wanna be 
the furthest Right reactionary and drag 
everybody over.
Donald Trump had shifted the Center 

before, Fuentes continued, but this was 
a new era. “So it’s time to shift the Cen-
ter again.”

Ben Lorber works as a Research Analyst at 
PRA, focusing on white nationalism and 
antisemitism. Lorber has worked as a jour-
nalist, organizer and movement-builder 
for over a decade. Lorber has published on 
right-wing social movements, Israel/Pales-
tine, Jewish culture and other topics at The 
Nation, Salon, The Jewish Daily Forward 
and more. He tweets at @BenLorber8.
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After leaving behind her career 
on the Far Right, it only made 
sense for Katie McHugh to 

turn over emails from her former boss-
es, colleagues, and boyfriend. McHugh 
had been an Alt Right favorite, an editor 
at Breitbart News who helped funnel far-
right ideas into mainstream conserva-
tism. She emailed and spoke regularly 
with Trump’s senior White House aide 
Stephen Miller, who advised her to re-
purpose content from White nationalist 
sources like VDare for her posts at Bre-
itbart.1 She was dating White nationalist 
writer Kevin DeAnna,2 a member of the 
“folkish” heathen cult the Wolves of Vin-
land3 and a contributor for Alt Right lead-
er Richard Spencer’s Radix Journal, and 
attended parties with people from groups 
like American Renaissance. When she 
was fired in 2017 for social media posts 
that proved too racist and Islamophobic 

even for Breitbart, her life appeared to go 
into a tailspin. 

In 2018, she had started saying she 
wanted out.4 Her relationship with move-
ment leaders and DeAnna had broken 
down, and she says she was rethinking 
the ideas she’d once claimed as her own. 
Several months later, McHugh was con-
nected with anti-radicalization groups 
and journalists, saying she wanted to 
undo some of the harm she’d caused. She 
started considering what she knew about 
the movement, and what documentation 
she had. One of the most obvious smok-
ing guns was a cache of emails she’d re-
ceived from Stephen Miller, where he 
helped set the anti-immigrant agenda 
at Breitbart, and spoke relatively openly 
about his intentions.

To McHugh, their significance was ob-
vious. “Perhaps the most influential advi-
sor to the president is thinking he has to 

build concentration camps and he is sep-
arating children from their mothers and 
fathers,” she told me in 2020.5

She sent the emails to the Southern 
Poverty Law Center, in what would be-
come the first of multiple information 
dumps to SPLC. She earlier had given 
leaked emails to the Atlantic, part of a 
flurry of releases of once private cor-
respondence.6 Names, records, insider 
information, pseudonyms—it was all 
available. The news that Miller—and by 
extension, the Trump White House—had 
substantial ties to leading White nation-
alist organizations like VDare and Amer-
ican Renaissance made a splash. It was 
one of the most significant leaks in the 
Trump years, showing exactly how orga-
nized White supremacy was pushing on 
the U.S. immigration system. 

For McHugh, it was, at least in part, a 
bid for redemption. “Certainly you be-

BY SHANE BURLEY

Can You Ever Trust a Former White Nationalist?

Christian Picciolini, Matthew Heimbach, and Jesse Morton. (Credit: Collage created by PRA)
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come scared, but you know in your soul 
that it is the right thing to do,” she said. 
“These are extremely bad people; they 
are going to hurt more people. I have to 
do something.”7

But some antiracist activists and ob-
servers expressed skepticism among 
themselves, given the role McHugh had 
played in mainstreaming White na-
tionalism. Today, McHugh’s story isn’t 
unique. While White supremacists have 
always lingered on the edges of the polit-
ical Right, the Alt Right’s rebranding ef-
forts grew their numbers. It stands to rea-
son that the ranks of those now trying to 

leave the movement could grow as well. 
And so, over the last few years, the idea 
of the remorseful “former White nation-
alist” has come into vogue, featured in 
popular books, a catalogue of TED Talks, 
and a growing industry of media figures 
who’ve built personal brands out of being 
a “former.”

Some of them have landed positions 
as consulting experts with “Countering 
Violent Extremism” organizations that 
present themselves as non-partisan op-
ponents of “extremism”—defined so 
vaguely that they often make no distinc-
tions between groups advocating far-
right violence and those fighting against 
them.8 

All of this deeply complicates ques-
tions about which former White nation-
alists should be trusted as windows into 
the movement, and what accountability 
looks like for those who want to leave 
their harmful pasts behind. 

SEEKING REDEMPTION 
For Christian Picciolini, a former White 

nationalist who’s made it his life’s work to 
help others leave the movement, a guid-
ing principle is understanding that “not 
everybody is going to be convinced that 
people have changed.” 

“It’s healthy to be skeptical about peo-

ple who have done and said awful things 
to suddenly change, and I think we need 
to hold them to account,” he said. “I also 
think we can’t have the blanket state-
ment of ‘nobody can change.’”9

Picciolini’s conviction comes from 
his own story as a former neonazi in the 
Hammerskins skinhead group in the late 
1980s and early ‘90s. Traveling with his 
band White American Youth, he became 
a violent street brawler before leaving 
the movement in the 1990s and begin-
ning the long process of reconciling with 
what he had done. Eventually he found-
ed Life After Hate,10 a group that is in-

tended to help people transition out of 
racist groups and works with survivors 
of White supremacist violence and com-
munities of color to hold former White 
nationalists accountable.11 

Picciolini is one of many figures and 
organizations in a growing field focused 
on “de-radicalization”: an approach to 
far-right militancy that works with peo-
ple who want to get out to confront their 
past, with varying results. Some have 
measurable success, while critics allege 
that others simply legitimize White na-
tionalists without holding them account-
able or even fully reforming their views.

During the 2000s, Picciolini primar-
ily worked with kids leaving skinhead 
crews and the Ku Klux Klan, but now he 
deals mostly with the more fragment-
ed world of online radicalization. He 
also hosts a show on MSNBC, featuring 
White nationalists who say they want to 
leave the movement. Although he some-
times works with more than 300 people 
at a time, Picciolini says his program is 
not a rubber stamp exit plan, but comes 
with a stack of stipulations and require-
ments, including setting personal goals 
and making amends. There’s no short-
cut to the redemption many “formers” 
seek, he said—just a deliberate process to 
take responsibility and understand what 

brought them into the movement in the 
first place. 

One of Picciolini’s colleagues, Shannon 
Martinez, a former neonazi drawn into 
the movement after a sexual assault, says 
most work with “people who are still in” 
isn’t ideological, but personal. “You have 
to address the underlying things that 
create the reason you found resonance 
with this stuff in the first place,” she said. 
“That takes time and a lot of really hard-
core, ongoing support.”12

And it’s not a process that happens 
quickly, she said, noting the many cur-
rent “former” White nationalists who 
rapidly became public figures within 
months of leaving. At that point, Marti-
nez said, “You don’t even know the sick-
ness you have yet.”13 

THE COMMANDER
Before PRA reached out to Jeff Schoep, 

the former “Commander” of the neonazi 
National Socialist Movement (NSM), Pic-
ciolini warned me to be careful. Schoep, 
he said, was “a grifter and not being fully 
genuine.”14 

As one of the highest-profile neona-
zis in U.S. history, in the 1990s, Schoep 
transformed his skinhead crew into a 
nationwide political organization, which 
he then led for 25 years. The NSM were 
often referred to as “Hollywood Nazis” 
for their brazen racism, including dress-
ing in a “blackshirt” uniform with swas-
tikas, using racial slurs, and preaching 
race war. Schoep sought out recruits with 
military training—he claimed 50 percent 
of their members were veterans—and 
NSM members have one of the longest 
rap sheets of racist violence in the move-
ment.15 Schoep helped lead the deadly 
2017 Unite the Right rally in Charlottes-
ville, Virginia, and became one of U.S. 
White nationalism’s loudest voices. But 
in 2019, he began presenting himself as 
a “former White nationalist,” first ap-
pearing on Picciolini’s MSNBC show and 
then working with the Washington, D.C.-
based Light Upon Light. Within months, 
he was speaking at conferences as an ex-
pert on White nationalism, and offering 
“deradicalization” counseling. To Piccio-
lini, it seemed disingenuous. 

“Immediately after [he was on my 
show] … I was pressuring him to do the 

All of this deeply complicates questions about which 
former White nationalists should be trusted as windows 
into the movement, and what accountability looks like 
for those who want to leave their harmful pasts behind. 
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work, to see a therapist. I had job inter-
views lined up,” said Picciolini. “He kind 
of refused to do it. He just decided he 
wanted to be a spokesperson for himself 
again. And I decided to cut it off because 
it didn’t feel like he was being genuine.”16

The issue may not be whether someone 
like Schoep sincerely wants out—there 
are plenty of practical, non-ideological 
reasons to not want to be publicly affili-
ated with White nationalism anymore—
but whether he was willing to work to 
make amends, or even cared to. 

When we first spoke on the phone, 
Schoep said, “The longer some of us have 
been in, the more harm we have done. I 
think it’s really important that we …do 
what we can to repair that damage. Any-
body can talk about it but you need to 
walk the walk.”17 

But it’s unclear what Schoep means by 
“walking the walk.” He left the organiza-
tion in 2019, amid a lawsuit18 stemming 
from his role in the 2017 Unite the Right 
rally, where Schoep and associates were 
alleged to have attacked counter-protest-
ers.19 After his departure, though, Schoep 

refused to provide anti-racist organiza-
tions with NSM’s membership lists or 
other information that could help au-
thorities target the group.

“It wasn’t mine to just give away,” Scho-
ep said, citing alleged non-disclosure 
agreements that NSM members sign and 
comparing such disclosures to corporate 
espionage. “It’s like saying, ‘Well, if you 
worked for Apple and now you are work-
ing with IBM, how come you didn’t take 
all the schematics and things Apple was 
working on and hand them over to their 
competitor?’ You just don’t do that. It’s 
not ethically sound.”20

Schoep also hasn’t worked with any 
victims of NSM violence, and minimizes 
the long history of violence associated 
with the group, including a recent case 
where an NSM member from Missouri 
was arrested en route to bomb a hospi-
tal during the COVID-19 pandemic.21 In-
stead, when asked, Schoep seems to wax 
nostalgic about the impressive things he 
did in his time with the NSM.22

“He likes very much to remind every-
one that he was the leader of the NSM for 

25 years. There is no way that you undo 
25 years in a matter of months,” said Mar-
tinez.23

FORMERS, INC.
But Schoep’s high-profile redemption 

story has been helped along by Light 
Upon Light (LUL), which has recently 
come under fire for what many in the 
deradicalization community consider to 
be playing fast and loose with the pro-
cess. By appealing to a supposed political 
center with so-called countering violent 
extremism (CVE) programming, LUL 
has denounced antifascist activists and 
even collaborated with right-wing writer 
and livestreamer Andy Ngo, whose mis-
leading reporting has created dangerous 
hyperbole around antifascist activism—
including by alleging “Antifa violence” 
where there is none—and whose use of 
racial, transphobic, and bigoted char-
acterizations of left-wing activists, and 
singling out of reporters and community 
organizers, has left them vulnerable to 
far-right political violence.24 Ngo’s inclu-
sion as a legitimate voice helps to laun-

Jeff Schoep at a Ctrl+Alt+Delete+Hate event in 2019. (Credit: New America/Flickr.com)
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der far-right ideas and bigotries under a 
“both sides” narrative of manufactured 
centrism, and also shows LUL’s discon-
nect from how the Far Right actually 
functions.

Starting in 2019, shortly after his con-
version, Schoep became a public speaker 
for LUL, speaking about his experiences 
in the White nationalist movement, and 
appearing as an expert on the Far Right at 
conferences and universities.25 LUL was 
also criticized by antifascist activists for 
working with the Clarion Project, an an-
ti-Muslim organization26 that has used Is-
lamophobic films such as Obsession: Rad-
ical Islam’s War Against the West and The 

Third Jihad: Radical Islam’s Vision for 
America in trainings for law enforce-
ment and with voters in battleground 
states.27 Both LUL founder Jesse Morton28 
and Schoep appeared in a Clarion video 
alongside the group’s Intelligence Net-
work Director Ryan Mauro, who has been 
featured on Fox News’ Lou Dobbs Tonight 
repeatedly alleging that there are domes-
tic terrorist “training camps” in the U.S.29 
Schoep and LUL also participated in an 
event from the International Center for 
the Study of Violent Extremism. During 
this, Morton participated in a controver-
sial forum on the “involuntary celibate” 
or incel movement, suggesting that the 
movement, which has inspired numer-
ous misogynistic murders and mass kill-
ings in recent years, was instead simply 
misunderstood.30

LUL turned even more heads in 2020 
when it announced they were working 
with Matthew Heimbach, another long-
time White nationalist celebrity and the 
former head of the Traditionalist Worker 
Party who, like Schoep, was still facing 
a lawsuit over his role in the violence in 
Charlottesville. In a video LUL released 
in April 2020, Heimbach discussed leav-

ing the movement over concerns about 
members’ violence, yet neglected to ac-
tually denounce any of its politics. Just 
a matter of months prior to the video’s 
release, Heimbach had helped launch 
the National Socialist Charitable Coali-
tion to help raise money for James Alex 
Fields, the Alt Right activist who killed 
antifascist counter-protester Heather 
Heyer in Charlottesville in 2017.31 Just 
a few months before that, Heimbach 
had also appeared on an accelerationist 
neonazi podcast and proclaimed “God 
bless Dylann Roof,” the White suprem-
acist who murdered nine parishioners 
at Charleston, South Carolina’s Mother 

Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal 
Church, one of the oldest Black churches 
in the nation. There, and in other pod-
casts, Heimbach talked about supporting 
imprisoned White nationalists, which 
had been his official role as an officer in 
the NSM.32 Not to mention that before he 
left the movement, leaked messages he’d 
written on a White nationalist forum 
showed him praising an accelerationist 
neonazi manual and terror groups like 
Atomwaffen Division as “good friends of 
ours.”33  

Heimbach’s subsequent connection 
with LUL seemed to confirm critics’ sus-
picions that the organization was achiev-
ing little beyond helping White nation-
alists rebrand themselves and their 
politics. In a YouTube comment in April   
2020, Heimbach posted a letter clarifying 
his views, expressing continued support 
for nationalist causes, using coded lan-
guage like “anti-Zionist” to express oth-
erwise antisemitic tropes,34 and saying he 
opposed the “PC” culture found among 
other former White nationalists.35

In an email to PRA, Heimbach con-
firmed that while he had left White na-
tionalism, his beliefs hadn’t moderated 

and he saw nothing to be contrite about. 
His main transformation, he suggest-
ed, was becoming a nationalist social-
ist rather than a national socialist. In a 
subsequent interview, Heimbach added 
that he now believes what can best solve 
the world’s problems is some form of au-
thoritarian Marxism or a type of National 
Bolshevism—an ideological current that 
tries to mix ethnic nationalism with a dis-
torted form of Marxism. Now, instead of 
citing neonazi leaders, he pulls from ob-
scure Soviet or Chinese Communist Party 
policies to justify his far-right ideas, as 
well as the nationalism of some Marxist 
leaders such as Ho Chi Minh, while also 
arguing that he affirms “proletarian in-
ternationalism” and cross-racial solidar-
ity against capitalism and its elites. Much 
of his apparent ideology still centers on 
antisemitism—calling Jews “hyper cap-
italists” and “rootless cosmopolitans” in 
our interview36—even as he attempted 
to qualify this by suggesting he was only 
condemning various elites of Jewish de-
scent (a qualification that’s been the hall-
mark of open antisemites for decades). 
He also still believes in racial IQ differ-
ences, in the unique threat that Jews and 
Judaism pose to the world (though he 
phrases it as “Zionists”), that transgender 
people are “mentally ill,” and that some 
form of nationalism is acceptable. 

Despite Heimbach openly proclaim-
ing that his beliefs haven’t changed, 
and maintaining friendly relationships 
with other White nationalists, including 
his former Traditionalist Worker Party 
co-leader Matthew Parrott, LUL not only 
allowed him to become an organization-
al ambassador, but to host a six-episode 
podcast with Morton. In the show, Heim-
bach reverently uses honorifics for White 
nationalist leaders (such as “Dr. Pierce” 
for National Alliance founder William 
Pierce); defended “national socialism” as 
an ideology; propped up the myth that 
there is a genocide against Boer farmers 
in South Africa;37 blamed antifascists for 
not allowing the Far Right an acceptable 
outlet for their racist rage;38 and hyped 
moral panics over claims about “transex-
ual drag shows for children.”39 

Far from LUL being misled about Heim-
bach’s views, they seem to have been his 
ticket into the group.40 His connection 

By appealing to a supposed political center with so-
called countering violent extremism (CVE) programming, 
LUL has denounced antifascist activists and even 
collaborated with right-wing writer and livestreamer 
Andy Ngo, whose misleading reporting has created 
dangerous hyperbole around antifascist activism.
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with LUL began in early 2020, after Heim-
bach wrote Morton a letter, outlining his 
political trajectory and explaining why 
he left White nationalism. The letter was 
never released publicly, but in a copy ac-
quired by PRA, Heimbach writes, “Tradi-
tionally in the United States, when some-
one leaves White Nationalism they go 
on a long apology tour, about how sorry 
they are about being a hateful bigot and 
hurting innocent people, and while your 
average neoliberal might nod approving-
ly and clap their hands at this wonderful 
‘transformation’, the average person in 
and out of the White Nationalist move-
ment just rolls their eyes. I am not apolo-
gizing and have nothing to apologize for. 
End of story.” Rather than challenging 
Heimbach, Morton responded immedi-
ately with an offer to connect him with 
The New York Times for an interview 
about being a former White nationalist.41

That sort of pattern has led many re-
searchers and activists to criticize “CVE” 

groups. “[Many groups] that have focused 
on trying to counter violent extremism 
or prevent extremist radicalization have 
been very vague about their criteria for 
success,” says Cynthia Miller-Idriss, a 
researcher who studies far-right radical-
ization. “You have to find some way of...
assessing the genuine commitment to 
disengagement from the beliefs… It’s re-
ally important that there are metrics for 
success, and that you assess what you’re 
doing before you scale up.”

“So much of the crossover of the CVE 
framework and bringing it to American 
Nazism is just about image laundering 
and producing these narratives of reha-
bilitation,” said Molly Conger, a Charlot-
tesville native who became an antifascist 
organizer in the aftermath of Unite the 

Right.42 “And most of the high-profile ex-
amples they produce are clearly fiction-
al.” 

Even a former LUL consultant on far-
right radicalization, Samantha Kutner, 
echoed the critique. In the six months she 
was there, she saw what she described as 
multiple “red flags” that eventually con-
vinced her to quit, including LUL’s rela-
tionship with the Clarion Project; watch-
ing the “ways that ‘formers’ were being 
used with no accountability measures in 
place”; and being placed in the middle of 
a “turf war” between competing CVE or-
ganizations. Kutner was also particular-
ly concerned by Morton’s collaboration 
with Andy Ngo,43 since she’d been one of 
13 journalists and activists targeted by an 
Atomwaffen-style “kill list” video, enti-
tled “Sunset the Media,” after Ngo publi-
cized a list made by Eoin Lenihan accus-
ing the journalists of having connections 
to “Antifa.”44 “When I realized the org 
that I was recruited into had really no in-

terest in doing the work they claimed to 
do or the work that I wanted to be there 
for,” said Kutner, “I made the choice to 
leave.”45

LUL declined repeated interview re-
quests for this article and did not re-
spond to a detailed list of questions. 
Ultimately LUL and Heimbach parted 
ways—prompted, Heimbach claims, by 
Morton saying that Heimbach was going 
to “ruin everything” with LUL’s donors 
after Heimbach wrote in a livestream 
comment thread that “fascism has a lot 
of good points.” But as of this writing, 
Heimbach’s content is still online at LUL’s 
website.46 

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR A PATHWAY BACK
Giving over organizational informa-

tion, particularly information that can 
be used to confront and dismantle White 
nationalist organizations, is often consid-
ered the baseline of amends-making by 
antifascist activists, who both play an ex-
tensive role in confronting White nation-
alist movements and are frequent targets 
of threats or violence for their defensive 
work. There has to be an attempt to use 
what information and skills the person 
has to undo some of the base-building 
work they did for the White nationalist 
movement. If they act in defense of their 
old comrades and organizations, how can 
the rest of the community actually trust 
them as anything other than a dangerous 
unknown?

“People who leave these movements 
do have an obligation...to commit to us-
ing their knowledge to better inform the 
interventions that could prevent other 
people from going down that path. And 
not just in a way that platforms their own 
personality and their own experiences,” 
says Miller-Idriss. 

When Schoep talks about his White na-
tionalist past, he tends to brag about the 
skills he learned leading the NSM, such 
as his infiltration of law enforcement 
and antifascist groups. But that sort of 
boasting makes it particularly hard for 
his former targets to believe his claims of 
redemption. 

In 2018, for example, Schoep worked 
with a Black NSM supporter to infiltrate 
the antifascist group One People’s Proj-
ect, with the intention of doxing antifas-
cist organizers.47  That’s not the kind of 
harm that is easy to undo, yet in our in-
terview, Schoep seemed more proud than 
remorseful. 

“[Former White nationalists] have to be 
upfront about what they and [their] hope-
fully former colleagues did, especially 
those of the caliber of Schoep. While I ap-
preciate the need to move on, even those 
I have helped to get out that just [want] to 
live their lives have provided info that was 
helpful,” said One People’s Project Daryle 
Lamont Jenkins. “They know that there 
was some pain they have caused that they 
will need to atone for if they want to be 
accepted. And the more pain they caused 
the more they have to deal with.”48

 Heimbach and Schoep are two 
of the over 20 defendants who were suc-

There has to be an attempt to use what information 
and skills the person has to undo some of the base-
building work they did for the White nationalist 
movement. If they act in defense of their old 
comrades and organizations, how can the rest of 
the community actually trust them as anything 
other than a dangerous unknown?
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cessfully sued for their roles at Unite 
the Right. The lawsuit accused Schoep 
of not truly separating from the NSM 
and of refusing to turn over equipment, 
such as his cell phone, requested by the 
plaintiffs during the lawsuit.49  According 
to the lawsuit, Burt Colucci, Schoep’s re-
placement as NSM’s “Commander,” who 
was arrested in April 2021 for allegedly 
threatening to kill a Black man,50 testi-
fied during a deposition that Schoep was 
still involved with NSM in late 2019, well 
after his LUL biography claims he left the 
movement.51 Evidence of these continu-
ing ties included a 2019 text message 
from Schoep warning Colucci about a 
federal informant, and the fact that Scho-
ep’s girlfriend, Acacia Dietz, still is an 
“informal” NSM member who maintains 
the group’s website.52 Schoep’s warning 
text was sent just two weeks before LUL 
released a video of Schoep expressing his 
remorse for his role in the movement and 
claiming he’d left it behind.53 The court 
documents also reveal Schoep’s profound 
unwillingness to release NSM member 
data, with Schoep’s attorney “obstinately 
refus[ing] to even inquire who else with-
in the organization, beyond the former 
leader, possess responsive documents.”54 
Taken together, these facts convinced 
many activists that Schoep’s supposed 
conversion was just a ploy to aid in his 
defense against the lawsuit. 55

Another sticking point with activists is 
the tendency of “formers,” and the groups 
that have sprung up to promote them, to 
draw false equivalencies between White 
supremacist movements and those who re-
sist them—using a “both sides” approach 
to assign equal blame for political violence 
between the Far Right and antifascists. 

In addition to a baseline expectation 
that “formers” make amends and share 
information, said antifascist writer Spen-
cer Sunshine, they must also understand 
that some issues, such as antifascism or 
Jewish cultural issues, should be off lim-

its.56 Instead, Schoep has started to weigh 
in on what kinds of antifascist tactics he 
thinks should be practiced, and casti-
gating the Left for engaging in what he 
calls their own form of “extremism.” On 
Twitter, he’s evoked far-right conspiracy 
theories in decrying “Marxist” antiracist 
activists, and said that leftist politics are 
a turnoff to those he is trying to urge to 
leave White nationalism.57

“Even if I thought Schoep was being 
real, how he is approaching things is 
downright insulting,” said Jenkins. “He 
doesn’t get to lecture anyone about any-
thing, period.”58

Now Schoep is trying to counsel other 
people out of the movement, presum-
ably using the same soft-hand approach 
that he took to leaving, without requiring 
tough ideological work, serious conver-
sions, or real accountability. 

“Somebody like Jeff Schoep, he spent 
30 years in it...he doesn’t really know 
anything else. He’s continuing that grift 
he had there, and just kind of monetized 
it now,” said Picciolini. “I think he really 
does not want to be a Nazi anymore, but 
I think he’s trying to figure out how to 
make it being a former Nazi to celebrity.”

Lastly, many antifascist activists argue 
that, while much of the de-radicalization 
model focuses on trying to dismantle 
White nationalism one soul at a time, 
this goal shouldn’t come at the cost of 
community safety and is ultimately no 
substitute for a structural transformation 
of society that eradicates White suprem-
acy and White nationalism at its root.

“If you’re willing to engage in a years-
long emotional connection of extraor-
dinary strength [that it takes to derad-
icalize White nationalists] ...fine,” said 
Talia Lavin, an author and organizer 
who tracks the Far Right. But “that’s not 
scalable. What is scalable is saying these 
sentiments are unacceptable. You cannot 
show up in my town. You cannot show up 
in my university.”59

MOVING ON

“Going into and going out of it was 
slow and gradual...I can’t tell you at what 
point I started believing this stuff,” said 
Mak Kapetanovic, who picked up White 
nationalist beliefs as a teenager while 
browsing message boards like 4Chan.60 
Today, Picciolini says that he has to deal 
with a huge number of young people like 
Kapetanovic who were radicalized in on-
line spaces frequented by the Alt Right.61 
Kapetanovic had come across this milieu 
when looking to debate people on the 
Internet and instead stumbled on racist 
pseudoscientific talking points—about 
racial intelligence difference or Holo-
caust denialism—that he didn’t under-
stand enough to refute. Gradually, he 
came to see that these racist allegations 
are a house of cards: put under even a 
little scrutiny, the White nationalist ma-
nipulation of data and lies crumble. He 
could no longer stand by the ideas he had 
adopted, and who he had become.

“When I saw the same rhetoric that 
I had said or believed... used to justify 
killing 50 people, I fucking cried,” said 
Kapetanovic, who watched with horror 
as the “White genocide” conspiracy the-
ories he had bought into were cited as 
justification for mass shootings at two 
mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, 
that killed 51 people and injured anoth-
er 40.62 Kapetanovic is from a family of 
Muslim refugees himself, who escaped 
from the Bosnian genocide in the 1990s. 
He thought he needed to speak up about 
what he had experienced joining and 
leaving the White nationalist movement, 
so he sent Picciolini an email to offering 
to volunteer in an effort to help people 
understand what White nationalists 
were thinking so that they could be coun-
tered more effectively.

“I felt like I had a responsibility to do 
something about it. And I thought that 
my story specifically could help people 

Many antifascist activists argue that, while much of the de-radicalization model 
focuses on trying to dismantle White nationalism one soul at a time, this goal shouldn’t 
come at the cost of community safety and is ultimately no substitute for a structural 
transformation of society that eradicates White supremacy and White nationalism at its 
root.
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understand how this happens and hope-
fully either deter or help people be more 
informed,” said Kapetanovic.63 

What many people leaving White na-
tionalism must confront is that many 
people will never accept them back. The 
responsibility is on them to try and ad-
dress the damage they have done, not on 
those who bore the brunt of that harm. 
And while it’s important for people like 
Kapetanovic to have access to a path-
way out, and people like Picciolini have 
shown what compassion and redemption 
can accomplish, it’s more important to 
keep people safe and do what is possible 
to decimate fascist movements. 

“It’s hard to explain, because it is kind 

of uncharted territory. What does some-
body do to win redemption?” asks Picci-
olini. “Right now, people want to forgive 
people who are interested in leaving 
those movements. But we have to be care-
ful because we have to hold those people 
to account, and there are different levels 
of what they have done.”

Racists accumulate a debt, not just to 
the people they harmed directly, but also 
to the wider world they have made more 
cruel and dangerous. Paying down that 
debt isn’t—and shouldn’t be—easy. And 
none of this can begin to happen without 
an act of penance that brings real-world 
consequences: They have to bring down 
their former comrades. 

“Whatever information that you have, 
give it,” said Katie McHugh, who has con-
tinued to share information with report-
ers and nonprofits to help expose White 
nationalists. The sincerity of her actions 
is up for debate, just like it is for every 
White nationalist who claims to be “out 
of the movement.” As McHugh said, “You 
don’t have to believe my words, just be-
lieve my actions.”64

But many of the actions of allegedly 
former White nationalists are hard to 

believe, particularly when organizations 
like LUL provide them the prefix of “for-
mer” without sufficient rigor or expec-
tations of internal and external work. 
“Formers are experts in their own biogra-
phy. That’s it...They’re not experts about 
the far-right extremist environment. 
They’re not experts about radicaliza-
tion,” says Daniel Koehler, the founding 
director of the German Institute on Radi-
calization and De-Radicalization Studies. 
Koehler, whose work with German neo-
nazis is considered foundational to evi-
dence-based deradicalization programs, 
says that formers have to make serious 
attempts at restitution and should not 
be money-making celebrities, and pro-

grams that center formers who have not 
even had professional training raise “red 
flags.”65

Allowing figures like Heimbach and 
Schoep—who don’t even pretend at a 
substantial ideological transformation—
to re-enter mainstream society without 
criticism both leaves the community at 
risk and advertises to potential White 
nationalist recruits that a clean slate and 
second chance will always await them no 
matter what they do. 

In November 2021, at least one form 
of accountability arrived, as both Heim-
bach and Schoep were found liable in 
a well-publicized civil lawsuit against 
them and nearly two-dozen other White 
nationalists and organizations involved 
in the violence in Charlottesville in 2017. 
The $25 million judgement is enough to 
potentially bankrupt not only the defen-
dants, but the entire movement, similar 
to how lawsuits against White Aryan Re-
sistance, the United Klans of America, 
and Aryan Nations did in the 1980 and 
‘90s.66 During the trial it was revealed 
that Heimbach had sent convicted mur-
derer James Alex Fields a letter calling 
them “comrades” and praising Fields as a 

“martyr for our folk.”67 While Heimbach  
argued that he does not really work with 
fellow defendant Richard Spencer , other 
testimony showed that Heimbach’s Tra-
ditionalist Worker Party had clearly act-
ed as a security force and army for the Alt 
Right leader. 

But it shouldn’t take a major lawsuit 
to prevent actors like this from getting a 
free pass from organizations claiming to 
“deradicalize” violent bigots. There is a 
challenge here that goes beyond simply 
asking for denunciation and ideological 
conversion: the White nationalist move-
ment has committed crimes against the 
community, and they’re not guaranteed 
forgiveness. Groups like Light Upon 
Light offering such a guarantee, and a 
fast-track to redemption, are instead cre-
ating a world where it could be nearly 
impossible to believe that anyone in that 
movement is truly reformed. 

“Trying to get White supremacists to 
not be White supremacists, that’s a strug-
gle, to be sure,” said Heimbach.68 That 
may have been the most honest part of 
his interview.

A big thank you to Daniel Harper for 
providing a difficult piece of research 
support.
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asking for denunciation and ideological conversion: 
the White nationalist movement has committed 
crimes against the community, and they’re not 
guaranteed forgiveness.
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The Illustration “Missing Home” was created after the war started in Ukraine on 
Feb. 24, 2022. More than 50% of Ukrainian children according to UNICEF have 
become refugees since that day. Millions moved from their houses abroad or 
to other regions of Ukraine seeking shelter from Russia commiting genocide of 
Ukrainian people. So we all, children and adults, must remember how strongly 
we love our home, our family, how strongly connected we are with each other, 
how we suffered, how we cried, how we fought and how we won, how we were 
hurt and how we healed. We have to work with our memory, to remember who 
we are.

Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv are book authors, designers and 
illustrators, members of PEN Ukraine. Both were born in Ukraine in 1984, and 
now live and work in Lviv. After graduating from the Lviv National Academy 
of Arts both co-founded Studio Agrafka, where they collaborate and create 
illustrated books for children and adults. Agrafka duo received a number of 
accolades for their work, among them are Bologna Ragazzi Award (2014, 2015 
- mentions, 2018 - winner), Premio Andersen (2019), Plaque and Honorary 
Mention of the Biennial of Illustration in Bratislava (2017, 2012), NAMI 
Concours Award (Green Island and Purple Island Awards - 2019, Green Island 
Award - 2021), Gold (2020) and Silver (2021) of the European Design Awards, 
Bronze medal and Honorary Appreciation of the Stiftung Buchkunst concours 
“The best book design from all over the world” (2019 and 2022), Appreciations 
and Third Winner of Sharjah Children’s Reading Festival (2015, 2016, 2022), 
Global illustration Award (2016, 2017), White Ravens list (2013, 2014, 2016, 
2021) and others.
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